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****cHnNT PAGE ***************************
************************
****
Where does time go? At the end of this year,
the Society will have been in existence for
four years, or an Olympiad. I only tell you
this in the August issue because at the last
Committee meeting we decided that, as a democratic Society, it was time that we held elections for the Committee. Let me say at the
outset, that none of us wish to resign, only
that we are prepared to do so, should the membership wish it.
According to the Constitution, the Committee
should consist of the Chairman, Secretary,
Treasurer and two other members. Other members
may be co-opted as necessary. Will you please
let me have your nominations for the Committee
by 15 SEPTEMBER 1987, so that nomination forms
can be prepared for inclusion with the November
magazine.
In the May issue you will have read that we
are holding an Olympic exhibition during Sprin;
STAMPEX. On either the Saturday or Sunday,
5 or 6 March, we will be holding an Annual
General Meeting. Full details, date and time
will be announced in the next issue. Do try to
attend. This is YOUR Society, and you should
have a say in how it is run. If you wish to
participate in the exhibition by supplying an
exhibit, please do not wait too long to reply
to my request in the May issue. These things
need to be planned well in advance.
After all the work and planning, THEMATICA'87
has come and gone. John Fosbery and the London
and Provincial Stamp Club are to be congratulated on a job well done. It was a shame that
more S.O.C. members did not visit our stand,
but we enjoyed meeting those of you who did
attend. It is always nice to be able to put a
face to a name. Those of you who did attend
were able to visit the many dealers present,
and hopefully find some interesting items.
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****
*********************:
****MEMBER'S FORUM*********************,
Ivan Libric, the father of our member Hrvoje,
has just been elected the first leader of the
Yugoslav thematic group YUMOS, which deals
with Olympic and sports philately. For members who can read Yugoslavian, their first
newsletter is available on loan from our
library. We wish this new venture every success, and hope that we can work together for
our mutual benefit.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Member Alan Polsky, 13816 Bora Bora Way, Marina
del Rey, CA 90292, USA is always looking for
members with whom to exchange and trade Olympic
pins and all other memorabilia. He is interested
in anything to do with the Olympic Games.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Member J-P. Picquot, 45 Quai Carnot, 92 210St.Cloud, France is looking for tennis cancellations from Wimbledon from 1947 to 1952 and
the Iranian issue that was withdrawn in 1968.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
International fame for US member Peter Diamond!
He was interviewed in a most interesting documentary filmed for Channel 4 television, entitled "Selling the Games" which was shown here
in April. Peter works for the US TV Network
NBC who have won the right to film the Seoul
Games. Members who were in Lausanne for Olymphilex in 1985 had the chance to meet Peter.
He tells me that he intends being in Rome at
the end of August for the next Olymphilex and
for the World Athletic Championships.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
New Australian member, Robert Horman, Lot 1,
Gordon Road, Redland Bay 4165, Queensland, has
just retired, and now hopes to have more time
to spend with his stamps. He would like to
make contact with other members living in the
southern hemisphere. Perhaps some of our other
Australian members would like to make contact
with him and offer him a welcome.
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New member John Dawson, 76 Ridgeway, Acomb,
York, Y02 5DB, GB, is looking for Olympic
medallions, either official or otherwise.
Extremely fine condition, or better. Private
collector.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Australian member Brian Gamble writes that he
has been lucky enough to obtain one of the
torches that was used for the relay through
Australia in 1956. Does any other member have
an Olympic relay torch? Read Brian's account
of the relay elsewhere in the magazine.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
1908 POSTCARDS - HELP WANTED!
Ken Cook and Bob Wilcock are compiling a book
on the 1908 Olympics. A brief history & postal
history of the Games, vignettes and postcards.
The draft listing contains over 150 cards, but
there are bound to be others in member's collections. If you have real photographic cards
of the marathon, any cards of other events, eg.
yachting at Ryde and on the Clyde, Henley
Olympic Regatta, shooting, tennis etc., foreign
cards, and locally produced cards of medal
winners or competitors; indeed, any card which
you think may be rare or unique, please send
a photocopy to Bob or Ken. All help will be
acknowledged in the book. For the address, see
inside front cover.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY!
Use the Society Auction or the Packet
for disposing of your surplus material.
By doing so, you help yourself and the
Society. Write to John Crowther of Bob
Wilcock. You will find their addresses
on the inside front cover.
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*********************)1

"(**
lc*** DEAR FRANCESKA.*********************
Korean Olympic Album. (Vol.= Issue 3)
I enclose the last issue of the Korean Stamp
Review and a leaflet entitled Korean Stamp
Bulletin. The album advertised in the firstnamed is issued by the Korean Philatelic Co.
CPO Box 323, Seoul 100 Korea. This is a full
sized album with a ring binder and printed
leaves to contain all 1988 Seoul Olympic Games
issues, Korean national athletic games, sporting events in Korea, as well.as Korean participation at the Olympic Games. From the illustration, it would appear that most of the
information is printed in Korean. Price per
album is $US 12 + $4.80 p&p. The Korean Philatelic Centre, CPO Box 5122, Seoul 100 Korea,
illustizate two Olympic albums. The one is
described as a "folder" and costs 2,500 Won
(approx L2.00) while the other costs 15,000
Won (E12.00) and is called an album. Since
only the covers of both the folder and the
album are illustrated, it is difficult to
gain an impression of the contents.
I have managed to answer in part my own query
regarding the original Seoul logo (Vol. IV
Issue 2) This was used on a stamp released
on 29 September 1984 to commemorate the 3rd
Anniversary of the granting by the I.O.C. of
the 24th Olympiad to Seoul.
-Shlomo Vurgan, Israel-

SOCIETY LIBRARY!
The Society has a comprehensive subject
and philatelic library. Books may be
borrowed and articles photocopied for the
cost of postage and materials.
Contact Ken Cook, address on inside cover.
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)i:::OLYMPIC SYMPOSIUM LAUSANNE
Manfred Bergman.
(The following lecture was given by Dr Bergman
during Olymphilex '85, held in Lausanne in
March 1985. For the many members who were unable
to attend this exhibition, the lecture is reprinted here in its entirety.)
The history of the Olympic Games and Olympic
philately is my second hobby. My third hobby is
anthropology - the science of the evolution of
man. As to my first hobby, well, I am ready to
show you pictures of her after the meeting!
It always surprises me to notice the similarities
between the evolution of man and that of the
philatelist. Man's evolution from his ancestor,
the Australopithecus up to homo sapiens is a
continuous evolution, (what Darwin called
natural selection) and adapting to a changing
environment. The process of evolution of the
philatelist, and its speed, is, of course,
different, but still similar, namely an adaptation to outside changing environment.
Collecting, whatever the nature of the collection, is one of man's reactions to cultural
development, stimulated as well by his inborn
instinct of amassing and accumulating things.
That he turned to philately with the advent of
stamps, was a natural extension, and could not
have been prevented.
The cultural and scientific environment changed
enormously since 1840. Communication facilities
and needs increased, education became in most
countries a sine qua non - in short, the basis
was laid for more stamp issues, and for an
enlarged use of stamps. Consequently the original philatelist evolved from a pure collector
into a scientific investigator and researcher.
Moreover, the financial attraction (both for
the collector and the dealer) was a strong
stimulus to enhance the hobby, and also make it
more accessible to a larger audience.
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The stamps, and their natural associate, the
cancellations, evolved as well. From heads of
state, kings, queens, numbers or allegoric
motifs, other themes were depicted more and
more on stamps.Themes that were related to
events, famous people, organisations, fauna,
flora, etc. of the issuing country - and also
outside its frontiers. Other outside factors more free time, psychological links between the
person and the themes depicted on the stamps,
were also a determining factor. Consequently,
old and new philatelists evolved and adapted,
and the thematic philatelist appeared.
It is a pure coincidence that the first Olympic
stamps appeared at the same time as the first
Olympic Games. When Vikelas, the first President
of the International Olympic Committee invited
de Coubertin to Athens, he had cause for concern. A political crisis was brewing, the government was on the brink of bankruptcy, and
refused to be involved with the Games. Without
financial means and against the will of the
government, the Games were handicapped. It was
indeed a political crisis. The Crown Prince,
determined to have the. Games go on, prevailed.
The prime minister resigned, the new government
voted for the Games to take place, provided
outside financial resources were found. Averoff
donated the money for the reconstruction of the
stadium, the population gave money for other
unforeseen expenses, but there was still insufficient money. It was then that two brothers,
philatelists, made the suggestion that a set of
stamps be issued and the revenue from their
sale used to help defray the expenses. Thus the
first series of Olympic and sports stamps was
born, the financial means for saving the Games
was available, and the Games were saved. It is
more than probable that means would have been
found even without this set of stamps, but the
Olympic collector gets a feeling of satisfaction
that philately saved the Olympic Games. Why not
leave him with this feeling of satisfaction?
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The Olympic Games are a great socio-cultural
phenomena of our century. This is not the place
to discuss the reasons for their success (we
have to leave that to the psychologists and
sociologists, as well as to the historians of
the future) The fact remains that they will
continue, in one way or another. Their impact,
their attraction, will not diminish; and as long
as our current system of postal communication
exists, Olympic stamps will be issued and
Olympic cancellations will be used. So we now
have the homo philatelicus olympicus - the
Olympic collector. Did he evolve further? Has
he evolved?
The Olympic collector is firstly a philatelist.
He studies Olympic stamps, cancellations and
other philatelic material from the purely philatelic point of view. From the original drawing
of the stamp, through thepreparation phase,
essays, proofs, varieties) until the final use
postal rates, special usage, cancellations,
surcharges, overprints etc.) This was, and stiLl
is, in the majority of cases, the nature of
Olympic collecting. In fact, one can spend years
and years in philatelic research, and for some
of us, it has been a lifetime's occupation.
This type of Olympic collecting brought respect
and recognition to Olympic philately. Many have
obtained the highest awards at international
exhibitions. Nevertheless, let us not forget,
"Vincere-scis, Hanibal, victoria uti nescis" You know how to vanquish, Hanibal, but you do
not know how to profit from your victory.
Each Game has a history of its own. It is not
organic, without life. From the opening day
until the closing ceremony, it is full of events
with its heroes, happiness and disappointments,
records and people. It is alive. This is where
evolution came in again. Some years ago, some
Olympic collectors recognised the need to tell
the history of the Games philatelically. They
evolved from the Olympic collector into 'the
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Olympic thematic collector. They tried to document the story of each Game, the "When", the
"What", the "Where", the "How", the "With whom".
If you glance at the exhibits shown here, you
will, no doubt, recognise the evolution. You
will see that a large percentage of the collections tell us - more or less - some of the
history of the Games. Can this trend be stopped?
I do not think so, since I am a believer in the
law of Dollo, the famous Belgian paleoontologist
who established the principle of the irreversibility of evolution. Telling the history of
the Olympic Games philatelically is no mean
task. It necessitates a lot of theoretical
research, followed by search for the corresponding philatelic material. Some collectors
give up, others shy away from the task at the
beginning. Is it possible to document the 1906
intermediary Games day by day? (By the way,
these Games are not recognised by the I.O.C.,
unjustifiably so, in my opinion.) Is it possible
to document the 1912 Games of Stockholm day by
day? The answer is yes, but it may take many
years. But if one puts one's mind to it, one
will succeed. Let us recall what Pasteur used
to say, "Le hasard ne favorise que les esprits
pr6par6s" - chance, only favours prepared minds.
True, there are some outstanding collections,
limited to 1896 and 1906 that are purely philatelic. The dominating thread is pure philatelic
investigation. These collections are an example
for all of us how philatelic research should be
done. They paved the way for Olympic philately
to be accepted and esteemed by the classical
collectors. They will go down in history as the
makers of Olympic philately. Nevertheless, the
majority of future Olympic collectors will be
of the new mould. They will add to the philatelic studies, thematic studies. Their task will
be more difficult, but they will adapt to the
new environment.
Which brings us to the next question. Will we
evolve further? The Olympic historian will
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immediately answer this question positively. Why?
Because the Games never were, and never will be,
isolated from the environment, from the world,
and what is happening in the world. Let us try
and enumerate some of the factors of our environment and their implication on the Olympic
Movement, and by extension, on Olympic philately.
The order of the following is not necessarily,
the order of importance:

1. Amateurism and Professionalism. The Olympic
Games are supposedly only for amateurs. Sports
however, had been partly professional before
the revival of the Games, (and for a hundred
years during the ancient Games) The famous foot
men in Great Britain were professionals, winning
prize money for their owners, and for themselves,
since 1750. The environment of this century
promoted even more professionalism; so that the
problem of amateurism and professionalism is
omnipresent in the history of the Olympic Games.
Let us not forget that in 1896 and 1900 professionals were admitted to compete in certain
disciplines, against each other, and against
amateurs, and were awarded Olympic medals. Remember also, the very recent decision to admit
professionals, on a temporary basis, under the
age of twenty three years, to some events, (football, tennis, ice hockey) in 1988.
Who can forget the stories of Thorpe, Nuurmi,
Haegg, Ladoumegue and others? Can we document
this problem philatelically? Certainly. It is
not my intention to discuss amateurism and
professionalism here. I only wish to mention
that the problem exists, and hence it should be
of interest to the Olympic collector.
2. Which brings us to the problems of doping,
anabolisers, medical tests etc. Those problems
are also a part of Olympic history.
3.We also know of the regional and continental
games (Africa, Asia, America) which were promoted and patronised by the
to stimulate
sports in some of those areas. They also belong
to the history of the Olympic Movement, and
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can be documented philatelically.

4.

The parallel movements and their corresponding games. The reasons for these games are manifold, and time does not permit to enter into the
details. Let us just enumerate some of them.

A; The workers national and international Olypiads, motivated by ideological differences.
(1925, 1931 and 1937) The renaissance of workers
sports associations on an international level,
was planned for 1945 (Paris) during the world
workers sports conference. The hesitant, mitigated attitude of the Soviet delegation prevented the carrying out of this plan. During
ulterior congresses (1946 and 1947) it became
evident that the aim of Soviet Russia was to
join international sports federations and the
Olympic Movement, and refrain from founding new
international sports organisations based on
social classes.
B. The Spartakiades. Have you ever seen the
cancellation of the 1928 Spartakiade?
C. The "Deutsche Kampfspiele" - the national
German Olympiades (1922, 1926, 1930 and 1934)
which were Carl Diem's answer to the exclusion
of Germany from the Olympic Games of 1920 and
1924.
D. The Friendship Games.
All these games are a part of Olympic history
and can be documented philatelically.

5. The political environment. Politics always
played a part in the history of the Olympic
Games. One should not interpret this in a derogatory way, since politics had, and still has,
many positive effects on the Olympic Movement.
Just think about the number of participating
countries. Would they have been able to participate had it not been for politics? Permit me
to review some of the political facts that have
played a role in the history of the Olympic
Games.
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A. The renovation of the Games are a result of
the Franco-Prussian War of 1870. De Coubertin
wished to give the French youth a healthy tan,
this through sports. De Coubertin, of course,
quickly changed his mind, and became interested
in promoting sports on an international level,
once this idea took root. The fact still remains
that the revival of the Games was stimulated by
a political event.
B. 1896. The German Turnerschaft, the largest
gymnastic organisation in the world, refused
the invitation to participate, and the German
team that went to Athens was a private one. The
Irish refused to march in with the British team,
the Hungarians insisted that their nationality
be recognised, Turkey boycotted the Games and
did not issue the set of stamps which was
scheduled. In fact, the Turkish-Greek war which
broke out soon after the first Games, influenced
the set of Greek stamps.
C. 1904. Games in Chicago or St. Louis? The
President of the United States, who was asked
to arbitrate, opted for St. Louis, which organised the world fair on the occasion of the
centenary of the acquisition of Louisiana. De
Coubertin, a French patriot after all, refused
to attend.
D. 1908. Games in Rome or in London? Rome pulled
out because of political involvements with North
Africa, and London was given the Games. Problems
arose with the Finnish team (Finland was a
Russian province) which refused to march behind
the Russian flag. The same applied to Bohemia,
which was still an Austrian province.
E. 1912. The same problems as 1908, plus the
Hungarian threat to boycott the Games if their
team were not allowed to march behind their
national flag.
F. 1916. The Games not celebrated because of
World War 1.
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G. 1920. Germany, Austria, Bulgaria and Turkey
were excluded. The problem of Armenian participation. The Soviet Union did not react to the
invitation, though most historians believe,
wrongly, that Soviet Russia was not invited.
Poland was invited for the first time, but could
not participate because of its wars with its
neighbours.
H. 1924. Germany was still not invited, it was
still not a member of the League of Nations.
I. 1936. The biggest trauma in the history of
the Olympic Games. The boycott movements since
1933, specially in the U.S., Canada, Holland,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Spain, etc.
Opposing games were scheduled for Barcelona and
Prague. The games in Barcelona did not take place
since the Spanish Civil War broke out on the day
that they were scheduled to open. The games in
Prague did take place.
J. 1940. Tokyo renounced its organisation of the
Games because of its war with China. The Games
were then awarded to Helsinki, which had to
renounce the celebration of the Games because of
the rinno-Russian War and World War 2.
K. 1948. Again, some countries were excluded.
L. And since then, the continuous problems of
Red China - Taiwan, Federal Republic of Germany
and the German Democratic Republic, South and
North Korea. The implications resulting from
the Hungarian Uprising, the Suez War, the 1972
Munich Massacre, the boycotts of 1976, 1980
and 1984.
These political facts are known; they had an
influence on the Games, but did not succeed in
stopping them. The Olympic Movement will prevail.

6. Women's participation in the Games. Women
were not supposed to take part in the Olympic
Games. Indeed, they did not participate in 1896.
We know that a Greek woman, Stamatia Rovithi,
in protest at this exclusion, ran from Marathon
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to Athens in five and a half hours. The Olympic
Movement paid no attention to this feat! Women
were only allowed to run the marathon for the
first time in 1984. In 1900 women were admitted
to the golf and tennis events. Probably since
de Coubertin, one of the strongest opponents to
women's participation, and the I.O.C. had little
to do with the organisation of these Games. In
1904, women were admitted to the archery events,
though Sullivan, the President of the Organising
Committee was no friend of women's participation,
London was more favourable to women's participation, and the British I.O.C. members also succeeded in having women admitted at the swimming
events in Stockholm. Women fought back. In 1921
they founded the F6dbration Sportive F6minine
Internationale (FSFI), after they failed to be
allowed to participate in the athletic events
in Antwerp. Their action caused de Coubertin
to propose the exclusion of all women from the
Games. He was outvoted.
1922. First Women's Olympic Games in Paris.
1926. Second Women's Olympic Games in Goteborg.
The success of these Gamest hard negotiation
with the I.O.C. and the I.A.A.F, (and most probably the resignation of de Coubertin in 1925)
resulted in the admission of women to five athletic events in the 1928 Games. The FSFI demanded that women should be admitted to eleven
disciplines, the I.O.C. reply was to again
exclude women from the athletic events in 1929.
It was only under pressure from the organising
committee of the 1932 Games that this decision
was rescinded.
The FSFI continued with their own Olympic Games
in 1930 (Prague) and 1934 (London) It was only
after the I.O.C. voted in 1936 that women would
be assured permanent participation in the
Olympic Games that FSFI renounced the continuation of their own games. The participation in
the eleven promised disciplines was only implemented in 1964!
11A

The question that we should ask ourselves is
whether the Olympic collector should involve
himself in documenting the socio-political
environment and its influence on the Olympic
Games. My opinion is that he should. A book on
the history of the Olympic Games would be incomplete if the above-mentioned facts were ignored,
unless they were omitted deliberately for political or diplomatic reasons. We are telling the
history of the Olympic Games by means of philatelic material, which is just another way of
writing history. Ergo, we should not omit anything from our story. Admittedly, it is not
possible to document each and every fact mentioned. However, whatever we can find, should be
used.
We now come to the final mutation, to the final
evolution that the Olympic collector has gone
through in the last years. Before 1982, the
Olympic collector had the philatelic organisations, clubs, associations and federations as
his ecological niche. This changed in 1982 when
F.I.P.O. was founded. The niche is now the
Olympic Movement itself. What does this mean to
the Olympic collector, or better said, what
should it mean to him? F.I.P.O. is the symbiosis
between Olympic philately and the Olympic Move-.
ment. Symbiosis means mutually advantageous
partnership. I insist on the term "mutually".
The advantages offered to the Olympic collector
are evident. The advantages should, however, be
used for a serious development of Olympic philately. Publications, of various nature, should
be done seriously, by competent philatelists.
Exhibitions, whenever necessary, should be done
with the aim of encouraging better collecting.
General and specific Olympic information should
be spread to ennoble the link: history - philately. I want to be frank, and I am not excusing
myself for my frankness: amateur activities and
the seeking of personal advantage should not be
a part of our federation. In this connection, I
would like to tell you the extraordinary reprod-
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uction system of the moth, Acarophenx tribolii.
Fifteen eggs, with only one male egg, develop
within the body of the mother. All eggs hatch
within the mother's body, and then reach maturity in two days. Still within the mother's
body, the lone male copulates with his fourteen
sisters.... and then dies, before being born.
In the meantime, the mother's body disintegrates,
actually eaten up by her descendants, and the
fourteen live females pierce the dead mass and
the cycle starts again. I am sure that all of
you understand what I am trying to hint at.
But what advantages can the Olympic collector
offer the Olympic movement? What about his part
in the partnership? Personally, I am convinced
that philately can offer many activities to
help the Olympic Movement, since stamps are an
advertising media just as good as any other
media. I do not propose to dwell in detail on
those activities. Time is lacking, and besides,
it is not within my competence. The members of
the board should be able to arrange such a
programme, and I am sure that they have already
thought about it.
A philatelic symposium is not a presentation of
a philatelic study. For this reason, I have not
gone into philatelic details on a particular
issue, or a study of specific cancellations. A
symposium should analyse the past and/or the
present situation of Olympic philately, and
propose a synthesis for the future. All I really
want to propose for the future is that we should
consider Olympic collecting from a global point
of view, dwelling on all aspects of philatelic
studies and Olympic history. However, freedom
of choice should be the maxim for each collector.
Personal imagination should guide him, independence of spirit should be his motto. Imitation
should be competitive, not submissive. Two of
Horace's maxims should be ever-present in our
minds. "I am not obliged to swear by the words
of a master" and "To be the master of circumstance, and not its slave, that is my aim".
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HARVEY ABRAMS-BOOKS
ANTIQUARIAN SPECIALIST
OLYMPIC GAMES — HISTORY OF SPORT

State College. PA.
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BUYING & SELLING:

OLYMPIC GAMES ....
- Official Reports
- Daily Programs
- Rules, Regulations
- Bulletins
- Results; Guidebooks
- Documents; Letters
- IOC and NOC publications
- Books, Biographies
Periodicals, magazines
- Illustrated postcards

-

Winner's medals
Participant's medallions
Diplomas
Official's badges
Pins
Original Posters
Artwork
Torches
Collectables
Graphics

Also of interest: Books and Graphics on....
- History of Sport and Physical Education
- Wrestling, Gymnastics, Fencing, Boxing
- Track and Field (Athletics)
- Paris 1900 Exposition
- Buffalo 1901 Pan-American Exposition
- St. Louis 1904 World's Fair (Louisiana Purchase Exposition)
- Sport in Ancient and Medieval society
- Ancient Greek Olympic Games
- Sport in Art, including medallic arts & philately

Period catalogs issued. Subscription $5.00 (12 DM)(44.00) per catalog. Special
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=TORCH RELAY IN AUSTRALIA 1956::::::::::
Brian Gamble.
On 22 November 1956, the relay of the Olympic
torch ended at the Melbourne Cricket Ground at
the start of the XVI Olympic Games.
The relay of the Olympic torch was first instituted by the Germans in 1936 as a part of the
ceremonies for the 1936 Olympic Games. Since
then, the relay has been held at all subsequent
Games. The relay commences at the ancient sanctuary in the plains at Olympia in Greece,
350 kilometres south west of Athens, among the
ruins of the ancient Olympic stadium. This was
the site of the first recorded 210 yards race
in 776 BC from which the present Games originated. A young girl dressed in ancient costume
holds a powerful magnifying glass to start the
flame in a small earthenware bowl. It is then
carried through the ruined Temple of Hera,
where it is placed in a marble bowl. Then there
is a simple, but impressive ceremony, before
it starts on its journey.
After the torch is lit, it is taken to Athens
airport from whence it is taken to which ever
country is hosting the Games. However, whenever
possible, the flame is carried across countries
by relay to the modern Olympic stadium.
In 1956, the flame was carried by Qantas direct
to Cairns in Australia. It was necessary to
organise 350 runners to take the torch through
Greece and 2,830 through Queensland, New South
Wales and Victoria in Australia. It required
precise and detailed timing so that the torch
arrived in Melbourne in time for the official
opening. In New South Wales, the main stopping
places were Murillambah, Lismore, Grafton,
Kempsey, Port Macquarie, Taree,Gloucester,
Newcastle, Gosford, Sydney, Camden, Moss Vale,
Canberra, Yass, Murrumburrah, Cootamundra,
Junee, Wagga and Albery.
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Bob Wilcock.
ALBERTVILLE.
Francis Daziniere reports the illustrated
meter from the Institut Superieur des Affaires
at Jouy en Josas, west of Paris. The precise
connection with Albertville is not yet clear.
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SOFIA.
There were, in fact, three roller slogan postmarks in use from August 1986, from Sofia,
Varna and Bourgas. The textual part of the
Varna cancel was illustrated in the May issue
of TORCH BEARER; the second segment of the
roller has wavy lines. The slogans from Sofia
and Bourgas have the Olympic text in English
as well as in Cyrillic. There is also an overprinted postal stationery envelope.
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BIRMINGHAM.
A number of members have asked me about the
Birmingham meter cancellation from London
that was offered in the February auction, and
I am pleased to be able to illustrate it. It
would appear to have been used by press agents
for the Birmingham committee, but the precise
identity of the users has not yet been
established.
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The Italian Olympic Committee, CONI, are using
a slogan meter cancellation at present to
advertise the forthcoming Olymphilex'87 exhibition which is being held in Rome from August
29 till 9 September, the same time as the
World Athletic Championships.
NOTE: The card for the athletic championships
illustrated elsewhere gives the dates of the
meeting as 29 August - 6 September, while
Olymphilex dates are given as 29 August - 9
September.
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'**
*THE FLAME OF PEACE IN JUGOSLAVIA::::::::
k***
Ivan Libric.
One of the most important Olympic traditions
is surely the Olympic Torch. Although only
a part of modern Olympic history since 1936,
the tradition itself is already 2,700 years
old. On the occasion of the XIV Olympic Winter
Games in Sarajevo, this tradition was rekindled at the Temple of Hera at the stadium in
Ancient Olympia on 29 January 1984.
After the lighting ceremony, the Olympic torch
was carried by relay to Athens, and from there
transmitted by a Boeing 727 of Jugoslav Airlines to Cilipi Airport near Dubrovnik, where
it arrived at 6.00pm. The first torch runner
on Jugoslav soil was Vesilin Duho, a member
of the Jugoslav Olympic water polo team. He
was the first to take the torch to that most
beautiful ancient city, the pearl of the
Adriatic, Dubrovnik itself, where the torch
spent its first night.
The following day, the main relay started,
which took the torch in two different directions in a cross country journey of 5,124 Kms.
until it eventually arrived in Sarajevo. On
the western route, the journey was 2,597 Kms,
and passed through forty eight cities. It
also went through forty eight cities on the
eastern route, over a distance of 2,527 Kms.
Apart from the main routes, it was also
arranged that there were several local relays
which enabled to torch to visit ninety two
sporting or historic sites. On the journey
to Sarajevo, the torch spent the nights in
sixteen different cities. Finally, on 8 February 1984, Sanda Dubravcic, the Jugoslav
champion and a member of the Jugoslav Olympic
figure skating team, lit the Olympic Flame
in the Kosevo Stadium.
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For all Olympic collectors, the Jugoslav
postal administration provided twenty special
pictorial cancellations in nineteen cities
along the relay route for the XIV Olympic
Winter Games. With the exception of four
cancellations, all are different in design,
which makes them particularly interesting for
Olympic collectors.Because of their very
limited postal use, and for the short time
that they were available, they are considered
to be scarce, and it is doubtful that more
than 200 complete sets exist;
The cancellations are as follows:
29.1.1984. 50101 DUBROVNIK. Cancel shows the
Olympic Torch. Cover design: View
of Dubrovnik and Olympic Torch.
31.1.1984. 59000 SIBENIK. Cancel shows Mascot
"Vuckon. Cover design: Symbol of
Sarajevo Winter Games.

31.1.1984. 51101 RIJEKA. Cancel shows Olympic
torch and rings. Cover design:
Olympic torch relay route.
1.2.1984. 52000 PULA. Cancel shows Olympic
torch runner and symbol. Cover
design: Sarajevo and Olympic, logo.
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2.2.1984. 62101 MARIBOR. Cancel shows Olympic
torch and rings. Cover design:
Olympic flame and rings.
3.2.1984. 41295 KUMROVEC. Cancel shows Olympic torch and birth place of
President Tito. Similar cover design.

3.2.1984. 47000 KARLOVAC. Cancel shows Olympic
torch and rings, and Dubovac Castle.
Card with imprinted stamp and
design of Olympic flame and rings.
3.2.1984. 41101 ZAGREB. Cancel shows Olympic
torch and rings. Cover design:
Olympic torch and rings and text
to commemorate the 65th anniversary
of the Juogslav Olympic Committee.
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4.2.1984. 41101

ZAGREB. Cancel shows View of
Zagreb, Olympic torch and rings.
Cover design: Torch relay route.

4.2.1984. 44000 SISAK. Cancel shows Olympic
torch and rings, Sisak castle.
Cover design: Torch relay route.
4.2.1984. 11101 BEOGRAD. Cancel shows logo
of Winter Games and flame. There
were no official souvenir covers.
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4.2.1984.

21220 BECEJ. Cancel shows relay
runner. Cover design: Winter logo.

4.2.1984. 24430 ADA. Cancel shows relay runner.
Cover design: Winter logo.
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4.2.1984. 24400 SENTA. Cancel shows torch
runner. Cover design: Winter logo.
4.2.1984. 24420 KANJIKA. Cancel shows relay
runner. Cover design: Winter logo.
4.2.1984. 25101 SOMBOR. Cancel shows Winter
logo. Cover design; Winter logo.
4.2.1984. 54000 OSIJEK. Cancel shows Olympic
flame and rings. Cover design: City
House and Emblem.
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4.2.1984. 21101 NOVI SAD. Cancel shows Olympic flame and rings. Cover design:
Clock tower on Petrovaradin Citadel
and Mosque in Sarajevo.
5.2.1984. 70101 JAJCE. Cancel shows Olympic
torch and logo. Cover design: Olympic torch and rings.
6.2.1984. 72270 TRAVNIK. Cancel shows Olympic
flame. Cover design: Olympic flame.
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Finally, there were three further pictorial
cancellations on the Olympic torch relay theme.
The first was used in Dubrovnik on 29 November
1983 which showed the Olympic flame. The other
two were used in Sarajevo on 8 February and
19 February 1984, the opening day and closing
day of the XIV Olympic Winter Games.
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:::1936 BAYER CHEMICALS CARD QUERY:::::::
Laurentz Jonker.

XI OLYMP(SCHE SPELEN BERLIJN 1936: HET RIJKSSPORTVELD

Many members may have seen this publicity card
sent by Bayer Chemicals during the 1936 Games.
How many of you have looked at the message?
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Geachte Heer.
First word is
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the line.
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Geachte Heer.
First word of
text indented.
"Vertellen Hebben"
(last words beforo
final greeting)
alone on a line.

With the exception of one card addressed to
Bandoeng in the Netherlands Indies, all the
other cards in my possession are addressed to
Batavia, also in the Netherlands Indies.
Franceska Rapkin has the same card (Type A)
addressed to Djember. All these cards are
franked with the foreign printed matter rate
of 5 pfennig, made up either of a 3pf Olympic
stamp and two 1pf Hindenburg definitive, or
the 5pf value of the 6th Community Congress.
Loosely translated, the text-reads:
Dear Sir, (Sirs)
From the Olympic Games in Berlin, I send you
kind regards. I am really impressed with this
marvellous event, and will have much to tell
you afterwards.
With kind regards,
yours
Jan Peterson.
PS. I almost did not enjoy the last days of
the Olympiad, for I was frequently troubled
by headaches. Fortunately d had taken Aspirin
with me, so that I was, soon feeling well again.
Aspirin tablets are still an excellent remedy; they work quickly and are absolutely
safe. People should always carry them.
Franceska has shown me the same card with the
discus thrower and the Berlin stadium, but
with the inscription on the front in Portuguese, and the text on the message side in
the same language. This does not appear to
be of a personal nature, although it is
addressed "Dear Friend", rather it seems to
sing the praises of Bayer products, though it
does start by saying that the Olympic Games
are an opportunity to send a little message.
The card is addressed to Pharmacia Hagemann
in Santa Rosa, Rio Grande do Sul in Brazil.
Does anyone have any different cards?
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If you have the card in your collection, please
check to see whether the message is the same
or different. Does it appear in any other
languages. Any information will be gratefully
received, and any new discoveries will be
published.
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* MISHA THE MOSCOW MASCOT*************
Edward B, Epstein.
Although Russian propaganda sources claim the
official mascot for the Moscow Olympic Games,
the bear cub Misha, was selected by the Olympiade
80 Committee from 40,000 proposals, the date of
his debut still remains a mystery.
The cheerful mascot, designed by Viktor Chizhikov
has been described as " the embodiment of kindness and strength, hospitality and sportsmanship,
nerve and calm. Chizhikov's cub reveals an independdnt character and confidence in its strength,
qualities essential in each competitor." The
above quotation, published on page 149-150 in
"Sputnik" (No. 7 1978) gives us our first clue
as to Misha's date of origin. A replica of the
bear cub, according to sources, is aboard cosmonaut Kovalyonok's Salyut 6 space laboratory.
Misha made his philatelic bow on two postal cards
printed by the U.S.S.R. Ministry of Communication
on 5 April 1978. Similar in format, the Moscow
Theatres postal card and the Moscow Museums post
card, with FDC's of 20 July and 22 July 1978
respectively, picture Misha holding theatre and
museum cards with the text "This you shall see
at Moscow". A third card of this format series,
printed 14 April 1978 with a FDC of 14 September
1978, shows Misha holding such landmark cards
as the Kremlin, 533 acre Economic Achievement
Exhibit, Arkhangelsoke, Russian Architecture
XVI-XVII century, and the 30 storey Mutual Economic Assistance building with the same, "This you
shall see...." propaganda text. It should be
noted that Misha's brown colouring varies on
these postal cards.
Three days later, on 17 April, the Russians
printed a fourth postal card diagramming the
1.38

Moscow Olympic units (stadia). On this postal
card the bear cub, although positioned in the
same stance, is now pointing with one extended
finger to Moscow Olympic facilities with the
same invitational text.
Although it is impossible to imagine how many
different Misha souvenir items were created,
a detailed painting of the cheerful cub graces
a-"My Congratulations with the New Year" 26
December 1978 Leningrad handstamped card.
Essentially pictured in the same pose as on the
postcards, the enlarged cub now holds a Christmas tree. The illustration also shows to better
advantage the five Olympic coloured banded belt,
attached by a five ring buckle, that girdles
his waist.
It should come as no surprise that the nowfamiliar mascot should appear on the 1979 New
Year stamp. The usual New Year's salutation is
boldly emblazoned in white on his blue shoulder
sash. Misha stands beside a starred Christmas
tree holding a Santa Claus stamp which is superimposed over a 4K value airmail letter in the
lower right corner. The FDC for this issue with
a 25 December 1979 Leningrad commemorative New
Year handstamp, has a cachet image of Misha
with both arms at his sides. Misha is now reversed to that of his image on the stamp and
shows the five .Olympic colours formed in bands
which follow his right side. Differences in the
basic shape of Misha's head and white snout on
the New Year card and the cacheted cover, causes
a subtle change in Misha's grin. Gone too, are
the completely round Mickey Mouse styled ears,
which are so conspicuous on the postal cards.
Perhaps the most interesting item is a silver
coloured New Year's folder which shows Misha
standing in a wicker basket of a Moscow Olympiad
80 fluttering beribboned air balloon, pouring
gold medals from a red-embossed Horn of Plenty.
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Again, the shape of Misha's snout and the fur
shading of his head convey a different expression. The embossed medals remind one of chocolate covered foil discs.
The 4K New Year's stamp was also applied to a
different 1 January 1979 postal card imprinted
with a 3K stamp on its divided back. Misha has
teamed up with a pert winter-garbed young girl
and a rabbit on skis. Misha's face is now more
anatomically detailed and his eyes ogle the lass!
The same Leningrad New Year's
cancel ties the Misha stamp to another trio.
In this instance, a waving Santa Claus stands
behind Misha, who crosses a paw with the flipper
of the seal mascot of the Tallin sailing events.
The Leningrad 19 July to 3 August 1980 Olympic
handstamp used by the city's main post office
during the period of the Games, cancels an
3 August 1980 4K imprinted stamped envelope.
The text beneath the cacheted scene crowd filled
fireworks stadium reads "Triumphal closing".
This time, a grinning Misha wears a gold medal
around his neck and holds a bouquet of flowers.
Another interesting cover cancelled from Leningrad on 31 May 1980, was produced unstamped by
the Bookselling department, "Lenkniga" (Leningrad Books) It shows the bear cub in a relaxed
attitude, with one paw draped over what appears
to be one of its texts and the other paw waving.
It should be noted that Misha has changed his
usual threequarter stance to a full front view.
Misha is cute. He is adorable and cuddly. Yet
one cannot help but wonder what motivated his
creation. Was it simply, as many before him,
just an innocent talisman of good luck, or was
his invention another instrument of Soviet
propaganda? His uses may provide the answer.
In addition to his emblematic rank, which when
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printed on thousands of different articles,
signify the products official status as supplier
to the Moscow Olympic Games, he introduced a
column in "Sports in the USSR", where short
stories related to the triumphs of Soviet athletes were recounted and extolled.
This article first appeared in the September/
October 1984 issue of Journal of Sports Philatel
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(****im Drairr *****************************
****111 DniEr*****************************
The guiding spirit of the ancient Olympic
Games was fair play, but these ideals began
to crumble in the 4th and 5th centuries as
the athletes were not content with the honour
of winning. So highly prized was victory that
gamesmanship soon overpowered sportsmanship.
Melancomas, a boxer from Caria, danced around
his opponent without striking a blow for two
days, to emerge the victor. His opponent
dropped dead from exhaus6ion! Even Emperor
Nero got in on the act. He won the chariot
race and various musical and dramatic events,
but only because he bribed the judges.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
80,000 spectators watched the opening ceremony
of the 1896 Games, when 311 competitors from
13 nations took part. Tom Curtis, USA, refused
to take part in the 100 metres, claiming that
the track was dangerous and, if injured, he
would lose his chance of winning the 100 metres
hurdles. In the two man hurdles final Curtis
was the winner.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
In 1896, the one handed weight lifting event
was won by Viggo Jensen of Denmark. Prince
George of Greece, after congratulating Jensen,
picked up the weight and threw it quite a
considerable distance himself.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
It was at the Paris Games of 1900 that Ray
Ewry, a former invalid who had once been told
that he would never walk again, began an
amazing string of Olympic victories that saw
him gather ten gold medals over an eight year
period. Astonishingly enough, Ewry was already
twenty seven years old when he reaped his
first three gold medals in Paris, and thirty
five when he completed his haul in London in
1908. Ewry, imprisoned in a wheelchair as a
child, refused to accept the fact that he
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would spend his entire life as a helpless
invalid. He devised a set of torturous exercises to restore his leg muscles. In doing so,
he did more than merely recover the ability
to walk, he became an unbeatable athlete. At
his Olympic debut in Paris he leapt 5.5 feet
in the standing jump, 10' 6" in the standing
long jump and a world record shattering
30' 8.11i" in the standing hop, step, jump event.
Altogether, Ewry competed in four Olympic
Games, including the 1906 intercalated Games
in Athens.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Olympic sprinters no longer have the opport.unity to equal the unique 1904 'treble' by
American Archie Hahn. The so-called Milwaukee
Meteor earned his nickname and his medals by
winning the 60 metres in 7 seconds, the 100
metres in 11 seconds and the 200 metres in
21.6 seconds. The 60 metres is no longer a
part of the Olympic programme. Hahn's win in
the 200 metres is one of the strangest on record. By twitching when in the 'set' position,
Hahn caused the other finalists to make a
false start. They were penalised by being
pulled back a yard behind the starting line.
Hahn, now with a yard advantage over the others,
which he did not really need, was an easy
winner. His time of 21.6 seconds, stood for
28 years.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
1900 was the first year of the hammer, an
event which was to be dominated for thirty two
years by throwers of Irish extraction. Irish
born New York policeman J.J.Flanagan was the
first of these. Mighty J.J. stunned the Paris
crowd with a throw of 163' 2" to win the 1900
title. St Louis in 1904 saw J.J. win his
second gold medal, this time with a throw of
168' 1". In London in 1908, J.J. became the
Olympic champion in this event for the third
time. His throw was 174' 4".
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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****
********************************
****NEWS *********),:*****************)***.$
Three new national Olympic committees were
recognised at the 91st Session of the I.O.C.
in Lausanne in October 1986. They were Aruba,
Cook Islands and Guam, which brings the total
number of N.O.C.'s recognised by the I.O.C.
to one hundred and sixty four.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Plans are already afoot for the 1994 Olympic
Winter Games and for the 1996 Summer Games.
Belgrade, Birmingham and Paris are likely to
be contenders. New Delhi and Toronto are also
interested, and Athens will almost certainly
put in a bid. For the Winter Games, Falun
say they will not apply until furthet discussions with their government have taken place.
The German Olympic Committee will have to
reach a decision between Berchtesgaden, Oberndorf and Garmisch-Partenkirchen, and the
Swiss Olympic Committee will have a similar
problem between Lausanne and Interlaken. The
I.O.C. will choose the city for the 1994 Games
at their Session in Seoul in 1988. In the meantime, they have made it clear that spending
on receptions and exhibitions is to be kept to
a minimum and not to start until the year that
a decision is taken.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Barcelona has bid to host the Olympic Games
on three previous occasions. The first time
was for the 1924 Games, which were given to
Paris by Baron Pierre de Coubertin. Their
next bid was for the Eleventh Olympiad, which
was awarded to Berlin after a postal vote. In
1972, Barcelona and Madrid, who had placed a
joint bid, were again beaten by a German city,
Munich.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
The Olympic Cup, first awarded in 1906 by Baron
de Coubertin, was awarded to Stuttgart, capital
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of Baden-Wirtemberg, for 1986 for the way in
which they hosted the XVI European Athletic
Championships.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Jackson Scholz, one of America's greatest
sprinters and whose name is probably best remembered by the younger generation from the
film "Chariots of Fire", died in Miami at the
age of 89. In Paris in 1924, he won the 200'M.
and was placed second behind Harold Abrahams
in the 100 metres final. After participating
in the 1928 Games in Amsterdam, he gave up
competitive sport for a writing career.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Seventy four years after he won the pentathlon
and decathlon at the Fifth Olympiad, the American athlete, Jim Thorpe, has been honoured by
a commemorative plaque which was placed beside
the list of 1912 gold medal winners on the
wall of the Stockholm stadium.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Horst Dassler, president of the Adidas sports
equipment company died in hospital near Nuremberg West Germany on 10 April 1987. He was
believed to be suffering from cancer. The
company was founded by his father, Adolph
Dassler, in 1948.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
In Istanbul on 12 May, Birmingham was elected
by the International Olympic Committee to host
the 97th Session to be held in 1991. The event
will be the first to be held in Birmingham's
new L44 million convention centre, which will
be opened by the Queen in June that year. It
is hoped that she will also open the session
of some ninety members. Birmingham won on the
seventh ballot among six candidates, defeating
Budapest 36-35. The last time that Britain held
an I.O.C. Session was in 1948 at the time of
the London Games.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Australia Post's decision to sell off unwanted
archival material has caused a furore. At the
first sale, one irate collector went so far
as to attack the auctioneer. Australia Post
therefore decided to sell future lots by tender, rather than at open auction. At this
first tender sale, an unissued 3d. 1956
Olympic stamp was on offer, which received
quite a bit of attention. The estimate for
this stamp was $A700, but it eventually sold
for $A3,800. This will always be considered
one of the prime pieces in a 1956 collection.

Robert Budge, Australia.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
So far, six cities have been named as the official candidates to host the 1994 Olympic
Winter Games. They are: Anchorage , in Alaska,
Berchtesgaden West Germany, Lausanne Switzerland, Lillehammer Norway, Ostersund Sweden
and Sofia in Bulgaria.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
The Special Olympics for the mentally retarded
will be held from 31 July to 8 August at Notre
Dame University, Indiana. It is expected that
more than 4,500 retarded athletes from sixty
five countries will be participating.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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The illustrated postcard has been sent by a
correspondent in Italy. It celebrates the
World Athletic Championships that are being
held from 29 August until 6 September 1987,
the same period of time that Olymphilex '87
is being held. The reverse of the card is
plain, except for the championship logo and
the wording "Campionati mondiali de atletica,
Roma 29 agosta/6 settembre 1987" at the top
of the messa e section.
tampion/di mondidi di dI/eIkn
athielifs zewid championshipsthampionnav thi mon& didativne
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Barbados issued four stamps on 27 March 1987
to commemorate the 10th Anniversary of the
Special Olympics for the handicap-oed. They
were designed by G.Vasashelyi and lithographed
by Format International Security Printers Ltd.
Perforations: 133/4 all round.They were printed
in sheets of 50 stamps on CA Spiral (old)
watermarked paper. The designs show Child
throwing shot putt (15c), Wheelchair race (45c)
Long Jump (65c) and the Special Olympics logo
and Credo, "let me win, but if I cannot win,
let me brave in the attempt,"
Wlibullameomy ohyleciail*

15c

..,••••••

BARBADOS

. ...-L-e#MORPRIMMRPO
otbAoniveoarp of Speria[019nip
LET ME WIM
BUI IF I CANNOT WIN
LEI ME BE BRAVE
IN NE ALIEMPI .

$2
BARBADOS
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Alarmed at the massive amount of cash spent in
Lausanne last autumn, when six cities bid for
the 1992 Olympic Summer Games, the I.O.C. has
decided to act. They have commissioned a report
by Swiss member Marc Hodlerto look at extravagances of that week, in which the Olympic Games
were transformed into an unseemly circus. The
report will insist that the gigantic parties
must not be repeated. The report will also
condemn the amount of cash spent by cities on
presents for I.O.C. members, and will suggest
that they be outlawed. The I.O.C. are now
saying that the cities can only exhibit in the
final week of bidding for a Game, and that
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there should be one party between all the
cities, and that the spending should be drastically curtailed.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Argentine World Cup soccer star, Diego Maradona
is unlikely to be eligible for the 1992 Games
in Barcelona, Juan Antonio Samaranch stated.
He was speaking in Istanbul twenty four hours
after the I.O.C. ruled that professional tennis
players, such as Becker and Navratilova could
play in the 1988 Seoul Games. This decision
left soccer and basketball among the Olympic
sports from which the world's best players are
still barred. European and South American footballers are presently ineligible for the Games
if they have played in a World Cup. It is hoped
that the base for eligibility can be broadened
before the Games in Barcelona, perhaps by allowing players who play in the qualifying rounds
of the World Cup to play in an Olympic team.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Mats Wilander of Sweden, who won the French
Open in 1985 said that the decision to admit
tennis professionals was wrong. He felt that
the Olympics did not need tennis, and tennis
did not need the Olympics. However, other tennis
stars, including Germany's Steffi Graf, welcomed
the decision, and said that she would definitely
be taking part. Ivan Lendl is unlikely to play,
since he will not compete for Czechoslovakia,
and cannot compete for the USA since he is not
yet an American citizen. Martina Navratilova
said that she could not see herself wishing to
change her life style sufficiently to allow
her the time to participate in the Games.
Sixty four men and thirty two women will compete in the tournament. To be eligible, they
must suspend endorsement contracts for the two
weeks of the Games, plus up to two weeks before.
They are also barred from accepting money for
their Olympic appearance or performance, and
must make themselves available for Davis Cup
and Federation cup matches,
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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A recent slogan cancellation used in Montfermeil, France, honours Colette Besson, who won
the gold medal in the 400 metres in Mexico in
1968. Information from Francis Daziniere.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
The Dutch issued a postal stationery card on
14 April 1987 to commemorate the 75th Anniversary of their National Olympic Committee. There
was no special postmark, and unfortunately, the
pale colours of the card make it unsuitable for
illustration here. The left side of the card
shows athletes running, and in various other
activities.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Australian Olympian athletes will be paid up to
A$60 a day from May of next year to prepare full
time for the 1988 Games. It will apply to selected athletes, coaches and managerial staff
while they are overseas for pre-Olympic competition. The historic scheme will cost the Australian Olympic Federation an anticipated A$1.6.M.
The scheme was designed to encourage selected
Olympians to devote themselves totally to their
training for at least five months before the
Games. The Australian team for Seoul is expected
to be approximately 275, 27 more than for Los
Angeles.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
0-0-0- 0 - 0-0-0-0- 0 - 0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0- 0 - 0-0-0-0- 0 - 0-0-0-0-
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****Rirunt Enna,. rernm ********************

****NEWS FROM

OCUUL********************

Richard Borek, the German album and stamp
dealer has already supplied the stamps and
album leaves for 1988 from Grenada (four
stamps and a miniature sheet, values: 10+5,
50+20, 70+30 and $2+$1. MS $3+$1.
Paraguay has also released six values: 0.25,
b.50, 1.00, 2.00, 3.00 and 4.00. Borek charged
21.70DM for the Grenada set and 7.50DM for
that from Paraguay.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
OLYMPHILEX '88, the exhibition being planned
in conjunction with the Summer Olympic Games
will be held under the auspices of F.I.P..
There will be three classes.
A. Non competitive. (invitation only)
B. F.I.P. Competitive Class. (In accordance with F.I.P. Thematic Rules)
C. Sports-Olympic Philately promotion
class for exhibits that do not fall in
the above two catagories.
Bulletin 1 containing the special regulations
of OLYMPHILEX '88 will be ready shortly, and
members interested in entering the competition
should write to: Mr Suk-Ho Kim. Director,
Postage Stamps and Philately, Bureau of Posts,
Ministry of Communications, Republic of Korea.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
On 23 February commemorative coins for the
Summer Games went on public sale both at home
and abroad. Under the Olympic numismatic programme, a total of 10,560,000 coins of six
denominations and twenty eight obverse designs
are to be issued four times at six month intervals; each issue having a different set of
seven obverse designs. The six denominations
are 50,000 won and 25,000 won gold coins,
10,000 won and 5,000 won silver coins, 2,000
won nickel coins and 1,000 won cupro-nickel
coins. All the coins have the same reverse
design of the Great Seal of the Republic of
Korea and the hibiscus, the national floWer of
the country.
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*** NEWS FROM CALGARY******************
******************:
Countdown to 1988. Official invitations to
the one hundred and sixty four national Olympic committees were sent out on 13 February
1987. The committees had until 13 June to
respond. The I.O.C. has to be informed in
which disciplines each nation will participate
by 1 September, and the number or participants
in each delegation by 15 September. The names
of the participants have to be submitted to
the Organising Committee by 3 February 1988
at the very latest.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Two stamps were released by Canada Post on
3 April 1987 for the 1988 Winter Games in a
similar format to those previously issued.
They were designed by Pierre-Yves Pelletier
and printed by the Canadian Banknote Company
Ltd. Ottowa. 15,000,000 were printed of the
36c. and 10,000,000 of the 42c. The stamps
were printed in sheets of fifty stamps and
lithographed on coated paper. The stamps will
remain on sale until 2 October 1987, or while
stocks last.
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The date of issue for the November set of two
Calgary Olympic Winter Games stamps has been
changed to 13 November. They will be issued
in se-tenant format at the domestic rate, and
not as previously announced.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
OLYMPHILEX '88.
The International Olympic Philatelic Exhibition,
OLYMPHILEX'88 will be held from 13-28 February
1988 in the Calgary Convention Exhibition Hall.
The stamp exhibition will coincide with the XV
Olympic Winter Games and will be a major component of the visual arts programme of the
Olympic Arts Festival. A bourse featuring dealer:
and postal administrations from around the world
will be held in conjunction with the 200 frames
exhibition.
There will be three classes of exhibit. CLASS 1.
Winter Olympic stamp issues. CLASS 2. Winter
sports stamp issues. CLASS 3. Winter sports
stamp issues of one sport or one country. A
collector may enter more than one exhibit, providing that a separate entry form is submitted
for each. The deadline for receipt of entry
forms is 30 September 1987. Special Court of
Honour exhibits by H.E. Juan Antonio Samaranch,
and the archives of Canada Post Corporation
will be additional features of the exhibition.
Requests for application forms and enquiries
about exhibits, bourse and souvenir items
should be addressed to The Chairman, Olympex'88
Stamp Exhibition, Olympic Arts Festival. XV
Olympic Winter Games Organising Committee, Box
1988, Station C, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2T
5R4.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Throughout the whole Rockie Mountain area, from
Jaspar to Calgary, shops are full of Olympic
souvenirs, ranging from spoons, mugs, T shirts,
et al. All have the official Olympic Calgary
logo, and are produced under license. All are
priced at least 50% higher than similar nonOlympic items. However, there are at present
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only four different official postcards on sale.
Two of these show only the Olympic logo and
the rings, the other two show the Winter mascot.
The one logo card, printed in red on a black
background, is impossible to reproduce here.

Calgary 1988
Olympic Winter Games

Calgary 1988
Jeux Olympiques d'hiver
The other logo card has the logo in red on a
white background, with the lettering in dark
grey and the Olympic rings in their original
colours. This is the only card that has been
found in two types. With stronger colours, it
has the imprint on the address side in black,
and the paper here is a matt finish. The other
type, and that used on all the other cards, has
the address imprint in dark brown on glossy
paper. It is anticipated that several more cards
will be produced during the winter months. Once
away from the Rockie Mountain area, no Olympic
souvenirs of any description were to be found.
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While in Calgary, I visited the Olympic Winter
Organising Committee at their magnificent new
premises in the.city. Their information Manager, Terry. Steward, was most helpful, and I
am grateful for the time that he spent with
me to give me some background information.
I understand that the philatelic part of the
Olympic Arts Festival is likely to undergo
some changes since the press release was issued.
Sam Nickle, the Calgary philatelist, who was
to be responsible for this part of the organisation, pulled out earlier this year, and has
left something of a vacuum. It will probably
mean that the original, ambitious programme
will need to be curtailed, and a much smaller,
invited, exhibition is likely to take place.
Hopefully, now that I have been able to make
contact with the Organising Committee, further
news will be forthcoming as it becomes available.
-FR++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
On 30 September 1981 in Baden Baden, West Germany, a triumphant delegation of Calgarians
literally leapt with joy. They were the members
and supporters of the Calgary Olympic Development Association, CODA, who were present the
day Calgary was awarded the honour of hosting
the XV Olympic Winter Games by the International
Olympic Committee. This exultant moment was the
culmination of Over twenty years of dedication
to the quest of bringing the Olympics to Calgary. CODA was formed in the 1950's to organise
Calgary's bid for the 1964 Olympic Winter Games,
followed by bids for the 1968 and 1972 Games.
After a period of rekindling enthusiasm, CODA
presented the I.O.C. in 1979 an exciting, powerful new bid, which was victorious. Shortly
thereafter the XV Olympic Winter Games Organising Committee, OCO'88, was formed and charged
with the responsibility of staging the Games.
OCO'88 now employs more than four hundred full
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time staff members, and its corps of volunteers
is expected to grow to 10,000 by Games time.
Calgary set a precedent in 1981 by winning an
Olympic bid prior to full construction of any
venue sites. The subsequent task of building
from scratch four major world-class sports
venues and completing a fifth, renovating
several existing sites, and constructing accommodation, information and other facilities,
has been as exciting and successful as it has
been mammoth. All the sports venues are substantially completed on schedule and on budget,
and most were successfully tested in World
Cup and other international events during the
Preview'88 series of competitions that started
in November 1986.
A full report of Calgary, the events and the
venues will appear in the November issue of
TORCH BEARER.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

WANTED

OLYMPIC GAMES

Fir • ANY YEAR, ANY COUNTRY,
fie PARTICIPANT MEDALLIONS, PINS,
MEDALS, OFFICIALS, ATHLETES,
PRESS BADGES, TICKETS, PROGRAMMES,
ETC.,

ALAN POLSKY, 13816 Bora Bora Way #218A
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